Purification and characterization of dipeptidyl peptidase IV-like enzymes from bovine testes.
Until now, only recombinant forms of dipeptidyl peptidase (DPP) 8 and 9 have been characterized. We purified non DPPII-non DPPIV enzymes from a natural source. A first DPP8/9-like enzyme was enriched 1160-fold from bovine testes and identified as 'DPP9-like enzyme' by using an anti-DPP9 antibody. A second 576-fold enriched preparation ('DPP enriched peak 3') also showed DPP8/9-like activity. SDS-PAGE analysis showed that the DPP9-like enzyme had a monomeric molecular mass of approx. 100 kDa. Size exclusion chromatography generated a native molecular mass of 164 kDa for the DPP9-like enzyme and one of 234 kDa for the DPP enriched peak 3, suggesting that both proteins appeared to be dimeric. Both enriched preparations and rDPP8 showed roughly similar substrate specificity and inhibitor profiles. The DPP9-like enzyme and the DPP enriched peak 3 possessed a neutral pH optimum and were stable at -80 degrees C. We can conclude that the natural DPP9-like enzyme and the DPP enriched peak 3 are closely related to the recombinant forms of human DPP9 and DPP8.